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HAPPY 40TH BIRTHDAY,
CONCORD!

This year Concord is celebrating its 40th birthday: 40 years
dedicated to designing premium products for babies, focusing on safety and comfort for little ones and their families.
For the last 40 years CONCORD has been one of the oldest
and most prestigious leading brands in Europe. The success
started in 1978, and for many years now CONCORD has
been one of the market leaders in the world of child safety, in
Germany and in the rest of Europe too.
CONCORD still accompanies young families on their first trips
out, offering a wide range of products to suit every situation,
creating functional and safe products, taking care of every
last aesthetic detail.
Ever since we first started research has always been a priority for us, incorporating new materials or design solutions
to increase the safety of our products. CONCORD has long
since been considered a leading company in innovation in
the sector.
Four decades of being dedicated to understanding the needs
of families, continuously developing, and striving to meet
those needs. People, time and economic resources all put to
use with the aim of making our products the benchmark in
the market thanks to people’s great experiences using them.
Of course, CONCORD would not be celebrating its birthday
today without the trust shown in the brand by the professionals in our sector throughout this whole time. We work every
day to continue providing competitive products and the help
required to make sure the products reach families.
We are proud of the history of our brand and the work that
has been completed by so many generations of people behind the brand. So, we would like to congratulate CONCORD
for these 40 magnificent years and we hope we can continue
to help children and their families for many years to come.

QUALITY
OF THE
FABRICS
International fairs, fashion and research portals in the
fields of art, fashion, sport, and interior and exterior
design all form part of the continuous work carried out
by our designers to get the necessary inspiration when it
comes to choosing the colours for the new CONCORD
collection.
Another important point to complete the quality of the
global image of a product is choosing the right details.
Our designers are great lovers of detail in the form of
labels, decorative seams, prints, rivets, stitching or zips.

MINIMALIST
DESIGN
The CONCORD design, whether from a visual or
functional perspective, projects clarity, modernity
and simplicity.
We only select the elements we consider to
be essential and then we present them so that
families see them in the same way that we do.
Because our products have controls and functions
with a universal design, which we cover with fabrics with clean lines, with no visual fussiness, we
can transmit the minimalism that is an important
part of us.

TECHNOLOGY
IN EACH AND
EVERY PART
When we buy a CONCORD product, we can
see a system of functions and parts that meet
the most visible needs. For example, the
excellent and compact folding system of our
pushchairs, which means they can easily be
carried.
However, there is also a whole series of
elements that are much less noticeable
which, to the same extent or more, make life
easier when using the product. For example,
a particularly important, yet hardly noticed
aspect is the huge impact of the composition
of the original CONCORD covers in terms of
safety and comfort for the child, as well as
for excellent long-term maintenance of the
product.
The perfect combination of both aspects
of our technology ensures the products are
perfect to use.

SAFETY
GOING BEYOND
REQUIREMENTS

For a product to be included in the new CONCORD
collection, it has to comply not only with the international requisites for child restraint safety, but also the
additional standards that we demand of ourselves.
Having our own crash test centre means we can
test any new detail we have added to our seats
with no restrictions whatsoever, thereby taking
our safety standards beyond any legal requirements, and obtaining what we believe is the best
possible product.
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CONCORD
DRIVING

CAR SAFETY
COMPARATIVE
CHILD SEAT

SEAT GROUP 0+

AIR I-SIZE
i-Size
40 to 83 cm

I-SIZE

REVERSO.PLUS
i-Size, 40 cm up to 105 cm
from birth
up to approx. 4 years

I-SIZE

VARIO XT-5
from approx. 9 up to 36 kg
from approx. 9 months
up to approx. 12 years
TRANSFORMER TECH
from approx. 15 up to 36 kg
from approx. 3 years
up to approx. 12 years
TRANSFORMER XT PLUS
from approx. 15 up to 36 kg
from approx. 3 years
up to approx. 12 years

SEAT GROUP I

SEAT GROUP II / III

DRIVING
AWARDS






COMFORTABLE HEADREST
adjustable with 5 different positions,
fitted with memory foam in the sides

SIDE IMPACT PROTECTOR
special design to absorb side impacts
together with the adjustable headrest

PRO-FIX INSTALLATION SYSTEM
compatible with the new base and all
the Concord pushchairs

AIR I-SIZE
It can also be used with seat belts
if the base is not used.

AIR I-SIZE BASE*
7505 X09
* Base not included

DRIVING

AIR I-SIZE
i-Size

MAXIMUM COMFORT
WITH JUST ONE CLICK

40 to 83 cm

The new Air i-Size from Concord is a safety set
designed to protect the baby in the car. This system
has been designed to be installed in the car
together with the Air i-Size Base from Concord.
It also has an extendable Anti-UV hood.

Shadow Black / 7504 111

Moonshine Grey / 7504 112

Peacock Blue / 7504 113

DRIVING

Moss Green / 7504 114

Tawny Beige / 7504 115

Autumn Red / 7504 116

INCLUDED
cushion insert for newborn and
premature babies

LIGHT WEIGHT PROTECTION FRAME
maximum safety with minimal
weight thanks to aluminium frames
and multifunctional inner shell

QUICK AND SIMPLE TO ADJUST
Thanks to the easy to access swivel
wheels (PROCOMFORT SYSTEM),
adjusting the size of the seat or reclining
position is quick and simple

GOOD BREATHABILITY
particularly large louvres in the rear seat
area for optimal air circulation

AUTOMATIC INSTALLATION
cushioned foot plate with automatic
adjustment to the vehicle seat

ISOFIX SNAP FITTING AID
protects the vehicle seat covers
and makes it easy attach the Isofix
connectors to the vehicle.
Not absolutely necessary for fitting

INCLUDED
Cushion insert for little children,
newborn and premature babies

DRIVING

REVERSO.PLUS
i-Size

0 to 4 years

THE REARWARD INNOVATION:
EXTREMELY SAFE,
EXTRA LIGHT

40 to 105 cm

Extremely easy to handle and suitable for children from
birth to a height of 105 cm. This rear facing seat fulfils
the new European i-Size standard and provides the
highest standards of safety with minimal weight.

Shadow Black / 7501 111

Moonshine Grey /7501 112

Peacock Blue / 7501 113

DRIVING

Moss Green / 7501 114

Tawny Beige / 7501 115

Autumn Red / 7501 116

FIVE-POINT BELT SYSTEM (GROUP I)
easy to use and adapt

VARIOSIZE SYSTEM
the smart size adaptation system,
coupled with the seat height
adjustment facility, prevents incorrect
product use when moving from
Group I to Group II / III.

GOOD AIR CIRCULATION
particularly in the lower part of the backrest

MAXIMUM SAFETY
thanks to excellent energy distribution,
innovative cushioning materials and a
perfect ergonomic belt geometry system

EASY ADJUSTMENT OF THE SEAT HEIGHT
from Group I to Group II / III using a
handwheel. Coupled with smart size
adaptation

ISOFIX AND TOP-TETHER
fastening

DRIVING

VARIO XT-5
I / II / III

9 months to 12 years

EVOLUTIONARY.
EASY TO INSTALL AND SAFE

9 to 36 kg

An easy-to-operate seat with a smart size-adjustment
facility to keep pace with your child’s growth and a
five-point harness system for Group I.

Shadow Black / 7500 111

Moonshine Grey / 7500 112

Peacock Blue / 7500 113

DRIVING

Moss Green / 7500 114

Tawny Beige / 7500 115

Autumn Red / 7500 116

COMFORTABLE HEADREST
wide, open field of view; perfect
angle for leaning on, resting
and dozing

INTUITIVE BELT ARRANGEMENT
self-locking clasp, opens at the press
of a button

TRIPLE LAYER IMPACT PROTECTION
3 cushioning layers for optimum
side-impact protection

STEPSIZE SYSTEM
height of the headrest and height
and width of the shoulder protectors
can be finely adjusted in 20 steps

TWINFIX SYSTEM
strap system, with Isofix attachments
for safe anchoring in the vehicle

DRIVING

TRANSFORMER TECH
II / III

3 to 12 years

SAFE AND EASY TO USE

15 to 36 kg

The CONCORD TRANSFORMER TECH has
everything that distinguishes the TRANSFORMER
safety concept. Equipped with integrated side bolsters and with three cushioning layers, the seat offers
optimum side-impact protection.

Shadow Black / 7503 111

Moonshine Grey / 7503 112

Peacock Blue / 7503 113

DRIVING

Moss Green / 7503 114

Tawny Beige / 7503 115

Autumn Red / 7503 116

INTUITIVE BELT ARRANGEMENT
self-locking clasp, opens at the press
of a button

TRIPLE LAYER IMPACT PROTECTION
3 cushioning layers for optimum
side-impact protection

VARIOSIZE AND PROCOMFORT SYSTEM
headrest height, height and width of
shoulder protectors and seat / recliner
angle continuously variable at the touch
of a button, pneumatically supported

ISOFIX SNAP FITTING AID
protects the vehicle seat covers
and makes it easy attach the Isofix
connectors to the vehicle.
Not absolutely necessary for fitting

SOFTLY CUSHIONED SEAT AREA
with high-quality foam padding

TWINFIX SYSTEM
strap system, with Isofix attachments
for safe anchoring in the vehicle

DRIVING

TRANSFORMER XT PLUS
II / III

3 to 12 years

ALL-ROUND SAFETY

15 to 36 kg

Closed shell shape for seamless side-impact
protection; all main functions, including the seat
and recline angle, adjustable at the touch of
a button by means of a pneumatic spring.

Shadow Black / 7502 111

Moonshine Grey / 7502 112

Peacock Blue / 7502 113

DRIVING

Moss Green / 7502 114

Tawny Beige / 7502 115

Autumn Red / 7502 116

CONCORD
MOVING

PARKING BRAKE ON HANDLE
easy, one-hand operation

ZIP
the hood provides maximum
protection from the sun

NEW HAMMOCK
Large sized seat. Reclining backrest
with multiple positions, including
a fully horizontal position.

TRAVEL SYSTEM-ADAPTER
enables the seat and TS components
to be changed easily and quickly

SENSITIVE PARALLELOGRAM
SUSPENSION
absorbs even the tiniest vibrations
and smooth out bumps

IMPROVED WHEEL DESIGN
with more visible white rims
and new appereance

The NEO PLUS buggy comes
with a rain cover and an awning
as standard.

MOVING

NEO PLUS
13,8 kg

95 x 61 x 110 cm

INNOVATIVE DESIGN,
PURE TECHNOLOGY

74 x 61 x 39 cm

Sporty buggy with sophisticated chassis for perfect
road holding and high manoeuvrability; extremely
small dimensions when folded and easy to transport.

Shadow Black / 8500 111

Moonshine Grey / 8500 112

Peacock Blue / 8500 113

MOVING

Moss Green / 8500 114

Tawny Beige / 8500 115

Autumn Red / 8500 116

NEO PLUS MOBILITY SET
EQUIPPED FOR
ALL ACTIVITIES

Along with the new AIR i-SIZE and the SCOUT
carrycot, the CONCORD NEO PLUS offers the
greatest comfort for the baby, at home, or out
and about. The set includes the rain hood and
canopy, the best accessories for any type of
weather.

MOVING

Shadow Black / 8501 111

Moonshine Grey / 8501 112

Peacock Blue / 8501 113

Moss Green / 8501 114

Tawny Beige / 8501 115

Autumn Red / 8501 116

NEO PLUS BABY SET
COMFORT
ANYWHERE

With the SCOUT folding carry-cot, the CONCORD
NEO PLUS stroller becomes a stroller. Through
the central articulation, it is possible to fold it until
occupying very little space.

MOVING

Shadow Black / 8502 111

Moonshine Grey / 8502 112

Peacock Blue / 8502 113

Moss Green / 8502 114

Tawny Beige / 8502 115

Autumn Red / 8502 116

BIG CANOPY
folds out a long way, triple adjustable
and removable

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE ARM
telescopically adjustable to any size

FULLY ADJUSTABLE BACKREST
sitting upright, reclined or completely flat

REVERSIBLE SEAT
can be used in the forward or rear
facing position

SYSTEM COMPATIBLE FROM
BIRTH ONWARDS
in combination with the soft carrycot
CONCORD SCOUT form the SOUL
BABY SET (page 47)

The SOUL buggy comes with a rain
cover and an awning as standard.

MOVING

SOUL
9,8 kg

78 x 53 x 105 cm

THE PERFECT
PUSHCHAIR FOR THE CITY

95 x 30 x 38 cm

Designed and constructed to cover all the
requirements of modern families, The CONCORD
SOUL combines comfort and vitality.
Perfect for getting about the city and compact
enough to easily take on public transport and
store in the smallest of car boots.

Steel Grey / SO0984

MOVING

Powder Beige / SO0990

SOUL BABY SET
TWO ELEMENTS
FULLY EQUIPPED

With the SCOUT folding carry-cot, the CONCORD
SOUL stroller becomes a stroller. Through the
central articulation, it is possible to fold it until
occupying very little space; The greater comfort
for the baby, inside and outside the house.

MOVING

Steel Grey / SOSC0984

Powder Beige / SOSC0990

SCOUT
4,7 kg

84 x 45 x 56 cm

FOLDING CARRYCOT
FOR BUGGIES

48 x 44 x 27 cm

The SCOUT folding carrycot turns the
buggy into a pushchair. Its central hinge
means it can be folded up extremely small;
baby enjoys maximum comfort and
well-being – at home and on the move.

MOVING

Shadow Black / 9500 111

Moonshine Grey / 9500 112

Peacock Blue / 9500 113

Moss Green / 9500 114

Tawny Beige / 9500 115

Autumn Red / 9500 116

CONCORD
ACCESSORIES
BY

KIDS ZONE

MIMS +
Footmuff for carrycots and Group
0 with cotton exterior and inner
fleece lining that is very warm,
fluffy and soft to the touch.
With hood for greater protection
against the cold, front opening
with side buttons and zip at the
feet.

Greyland / 80490 T48

Aqua Blue / 80490 T49

Boho Pink / 80490 T51

Jet Black / 80482 T34

Bronze / 80482 T52

Shadow / 80482 T53

Greyland / 80473 T48

Leather Cream / 80473 T50

Tech Mouse / 80473 T60

NEST
Footmuff with polyester exterior
and inner fleece lining that is very
warm, fluffy and soft to the touch.
With three points to adjust the
height of the footmuff and with
double side and central zip
making it easier to open.

NEST +
Footmuff with polyester exterior
(except the T50 made of synthetic
leather) and inner fleece lining that
is very warm, fluffy and soft to the
touch.
With three points to adjust the
height of the footmuff and with
double side and central zip
making it easier to open.
It also has an exterior pocket to
keep everything you need to hand.

ACCESSORIES
CONVERT
Universal baby carrier footmuff for
use from birth up to the pushchair,
made of down with an inner fleece
lining.
Side zip with a special design to
make it easier to open.
The headrest becomes a hood
and the fastening straps mean it
does not slip off the pushchair.

Sailor / 80493 T31

Greyland / 80493 T48

Boho Pink / 80493 T51

Bronze / 80493 T52

MIMS
Universal footmuff for the carrycot,
it can be used as a baby blanket,
mattress pad or duvet for the cot.
Thanks to its soft fabric and
padded interior it feels lovely
and provides the ideal temperature.

Stars / 80489 S58

Sky / 80489 S76

UNIVERSAL
RAINCOVER
Universal raincover for all the
CONCORD pushchairs. Approved,
with no small parts or toxic
components.
The raincover has a window for
the child to see out and to provide
ventilation when the rain stops.
Also fitted with side vents for good
ventilation. Contains travel bag.

50280

50272

50282

STAGE
Messenger style bag to fit on the
pushchair made of polyester with
side Velcro strips to fasten it to any
handlebar.
It has various pockets and inner
compartments to hold all types
of items, making it very useful for
carrying all your essentials.
Hard-wearing fabric that is not
affected by friction or sunlight.
Jet Black / 80190 T34

Black / 80190 T62

MAMA BAG
Polyester bag with side Velcro
strips to fasten it to any handlebar.
It has various pockets and inner
compartments to hold all types of
items. It also includes a changing
mat with a special flap compartment for nappies and/or wipes
and a document holder.
Made of hard-wearing materials
that are not affected by friction or
sunlight.
Jet Black / 80182 T34

Bronze / 80182 T52

Black / 80182 T62

Jet Black / 80187 T34

Bronze / 80187 T52

Black / 80187 T62

AWAY
Tote style bag made of polyester
with various pockets and inner
compartments to hold all types of
items.
Hard-wearing fabric that is not
affected by friction or sunlight.
Changing mat and wash bag
included.

ACCESSORIES
MITTENS
Mittens made of synthetic leather
(G78 - S19) or polyester (S45) with
inner fleece lining.
Designed for use with all types of
handlebars, both open and closed.
Waterproof material.

Black / 80486 G78

Soil / 80486 S45

Granola / 80486 S19

LIQUID / METAL HANGER /
HANDLEBAR COVERS
Cup holder with adjustable handle,
can be attached to all types of
pushchairs.
Metal hangers with Velcro to fasten
to any type of handlebar, can hold
up to 10 kg.
Stretch polyester covers, made
to fit any type of handlebar, both
open and closed.

Black / 4001 X09

Black / 10319

Black / 80279 G78

Black / 80480 G78

SUNSHADE ANTI-UV /
NECK PILLOW
Parasol made of hard-wearing
fabric with Anti-UV treatment, with
fibreglass spokes. It has two flexion
points to offer greater versatility.
Ergonomically shaped neck support pillow, for children from 0 to
18 months

Jet Black / 80273 T34

Squared / 80273 T29

Black / 50317

Grey / 50317

MUSLIN CLOTHS
Multi-purpose muslin cloth made
of natural bamboo fabric (120 x
120 cm). It can be used as a shawl
or as a curtain to protect the baby
in the pushchair.
Thanks to its bamboo fabric it is
breathable, anti-allergenic and anti-UV.

Sheep Bronze / 10607 T55

Sheep Grey / 10607 T56

GO-UP SURFER
Universal wide base for greater
safety and comfort. Adjustable
height and width, with independent
suspension on both wheels and
with tread pattern on the surface
making it non-slip.

Black / 5039 X09

REVERSIBLE MATTRESS
Reversible mattress for the pram,
group 0 car seat and carrycot
made of cotton fabric on one side
and towelling on the other.
With side fastening straps for
perfect fastening onto the pushchair.

Greyland /
80275 T48

Boho Pink /
80275 T51

Bronze /
80275 T52

Aquarel Blue /
80275 T49

ACCESSORIES
EXTENDABLE
COTTON COVER
Stretch cotton cover that can be
fitted perfectly onto the structure
of the pushchair seat, and has
vents for the harnesses to pass
through.
The cover comes with the protector
pads for the harnesses and
a matching cover for the armrest.

Sky Neo/ 80277 S76

Sky Neo Plus / 80278 S76

ANTI-THERMAL COVER /
SEAT COVER
Universal cover for Groups
0, 1 ,2 and 3. Prevents burns,
insulates from the heat and is made
of Anti-UV material.
Cover to protect the car upholstery
fitted with a pocket at the bottom to
store items.

Silver / 50316

Black / 50314

COOLY‘S
Elastic cover made of fabric
especially designed for the
summer months, breathable and
premium quality.

AIR I-SIZE

REVERSO.PLUS

Cool Grey / 80280 T67

Cool Grey / 80281 T67

TRANSFORMER

VARIO XT-5

Fits the structure of the seat
perfectly. Quick and easy
to put on

Cool Grey / 80282 T67

Cool Grey / 80283 T67

CONCORD
TECHNICAL

AIR I-SIZE
i-Size / Height: 40 up to 83 cm

Adjustable headrest in 5 positions.
The head adjusts to the height of the baby.

It can also be used with seat belts
if the base is not used.

Pro-fix installation system makes it
compatible with the new base
and the Concord strollers.

Side Impact Protector: special design to
absorb side impacts in combination with the
adjustable head

Air i-Size can be installed with
the car’s belts.

Isofix + anti-rotation leg. The safest
installation system, since it avoids assembly
errors that would affect safety

TECHNICAL
REVERSO.PLUS
i-Size / Height: 40 cm up to a maximum height of 105 cm / Age: up to approx. 4 years

Three-point belt system with extra-wide
shoulder belts for a secure seat
and easy buckling and unbuckling

Central belt lock position prevents
child from wriggling out
of the shoulder strap

Maximum safety with minimal
weight thanks to aluminium frames
and multi-functional inner shell
Red-green pressure indicator for
correctly positioning the support foot

Automatic Installation Assistance:
cushioned foot plate with automatic
adjustment to the vehicle seat

Thanks to the easy to access
swivel wheels, adjusting the size
of the seat or reclining position
is quick and simple

Particularly large louvres in the rear
seat area for optimal air circulation
Seat insert for
newborns included
Seat insert for
infants included
Soft, padded covers,
easy to remove and wash
Isofix connectors

Height-adjustable support foot
with red-green indicator for
correct locking position
Intelligent red-green indicator
for fitting Isofix correctly on either side

VARIO XT-5
Group: I / II / III / Age: 9 months up to 12 years / Weight of child: 9 up to 36 kg

Intuitive belt fitting (groups II / III)

Five-point belt system (Group I):
easy to fit and adjust
Good air circulation particularly
in the lower part of the backrest
Long, ergonomically optimised
leg rest for comfortable sitting
Procomfort System:
Easy adjustment of sitting or
reclining position by rotary knob

Easy adjustment of the seat height
from Group I to Group II / III using
a handwheel. Coupled with
stages of growth adaptation

Variosize System: smart size adaptation,
coupled with seat height adjustment.
Headrest height as well as shoulder
protector height and width continuously
and simultaneously adjustable at the
touch of a button, pneumatically supported
Lghtweight Protection Frame:
Maximum safety thanks
to integrated steel frame

Maximum safety thanks to excellent
energy distribution, innovative
cushioning materials and a perfect
ergonomic belt geometry system

Includes a soft padded cover that
can be easily removed and washed
Lightweight making
the seat easy to carry and fit

Top-tether fastening

Red-green indicators for correct
Isofix fitting on both sides
Isofix system for simple and secure
installation in the vehicle, Isofix
connectors can be extended
and retracted comfortably
from the front using a handwheel

TECHNICAL
TRANSFORMER TECH
Group: II / III / Age: 3 up to 12 years / Weight of child: 15 up to 36 kg

Intuitive belt arrangement: Self-locking
clasp, opens at the press of a button

Triple Layer Impact Protection:
3 cushioning layers for optimum
side-impact protection

Stepsize System: headrest height
and shoulder protector height
and width can be precisely adjusted
with 20 different position settings
Soft, padded covers,
easy to remove and wash

Softly padded armrests

Twinfix System: strap system, simple
attachment to the Isofix points
in the vehicle for improved
side-impact protection

Ergonomically shaped seat shell
with comfort foam seat cushion

TRANSFORMER XT PLUS
Group: II / III / Age: 3 up to 12 years / Weight of child: 15 up to 36 kg

Intuitive belt arrangement: Self-locking
clasp, opens at the press of a button

Variosize System: headrest height
as well as shoulder protector height
and width continuously and simultaneously
adjustable at the touch of a button,
pneumatically supported

Triple Layer Impact Protection:
3 cushioning layers for optimum
side-impact protection
Soft, padded covers,
easy to remove and wash
Soft, padded armrests

Ergonomically shaped seat shell with
comfort foam seat cushion

Procomfort System: seat / recliner
adjustment at the touch of a button,
pneumatically supported by lockable
pneumatic spring

Twinfix System: simple attachment
of the seat to the Isofix points
in the vehicle; TWINFIX connectors
extend at the touch of a button, pneumatically
supported by lockable pneumatic spring

SOUL
Weight: 9.8 kg / Not including seat unit: 6.8 kg / Dimensions when open: 78 x 53 x 85 to 105 cm / Folding dimensions: 95 x 30 x 38 cm

Silicone handlebar, hard-wearing
and pleasant to the touch, that can
be adjusted to the required height.

Big canopy, folds out a long way,
triple adjustable and removable

5-point belt system
including child lock
Fully adjustable back rest: sitting
upright, reclined, or completely flat

Very large luggage rack:
considerable storage space

Comfortable leg rest which supports
the legs, including in lying position
Foot rest for safe and comfy sitting

Parking brake,
easy to operate by foot
Elastomer suspension absorbs
vibrations and smooth out bumps

Lockable front wheels for
riding straight and sure,
or steering wherever you want to
Robust tires with excellent wear
resistance and solid foam core

System compatible from birth onwards:
easy to use with CONCORD SCOUT
Seat can be used both
in a forward and rear-facing position
53 cm track width, perfect
road-holding, highly manoeuvrable
Includes universal rain cover,
which can also be used with SCOUT.
Covers are easy to remove and washable

Pushchair can be folded up
compactly, dimensions when folded:
95 x 30 x 38 cm

TECHNICAL
NEO PLUS
Weight: 13.8 kg / Not including seat unit: 10.0 kg / Dimensions when open: 95 x 61 x 110 cm / Folding dimensions: 74 x 61 x 39 cm

Silicone handlebar, hard-wearing
and pleasant to the touch, that can
be adjusted to the required height.

Parking brake on handle can be
operated with one hand

Extra-large adjustable canopy with UV
50+ sun protection, water-repellent
and washable

Zip fastening for the third hood position

Adjustable seat inclination
Integrated wind and rain protection
TRAVEL SYSTEM adapter: enables
the seat and its components to be
changed easily and quickly

Spacious basket

Hamaca de gran tamaño, respaldo
reclinable en multiples posiciones
incluida la horizontal

Seat can be used both in a forwardand rear-facing position

Innovative Y-FRAME front axle

Single wheel suspension with
double suspension arm
Improved wheel design with more visible
white rims and new appereance

Includes universal rain cover, which
can also be used SCOUT
Covers are easy to remove and
washable

Innovative folding mechanism,
extremely small dimensions when
folded: 74 x 61 x 39 cm

SCOUT
Weight: 4.7 kg / Dimensions when open: 84 x 45 x 56 cm / Folding dimensions: 48 x 44 x 27 cm

Big sun canopy, foldable,
with UV 50+ sun protection

Unique: central joint, making
it compact when folded

The Travel System adapter
means it can be fixed easily,
quickly and securely to the buggy

Extremely compact
dimensions when folded:
48 x 44 x 27 cm

Sturdy straps with comfortable
handles ensure safe carrying

Covers are easy to remove and washable
Firm base: stable and
at the same time flexible

CATCLI0339 ,00
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